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MatchTime

Introduction 
Welcome to the MatchTime Student Workbook! You may already 
be familiar with Attainment’s MatchTime Software. Now, students 
can have their own set of worksheets to complete. Geared toward 
2nd and 3rd grade standards, this workbook provides structure 
for complementary practice. We recommend completing a set 
of worksheet activities followed by a software activity for the 
generalization of skills.   

Familiar visual graphics and concepts scaffold students’ learning 
and expand their awareness of time skills. Some worksheets 
mirror the software exactly, while others invite additional and 
varied practice. The workbook is organized into the four sections 
of the MatchTime Software; however, many of these skills support 
each other and overlap. For instance, hours and quarter hours are 
incorporated into practice telling earlier and later times to revisit 
skills. When a new activity is presented, an example problem at the 
top of the first page in the set is completed and labeled with a star.

At the end of the workbook, Accommodations and Hands-On 
Learning provides advice for instruction and alternative response 
modes. Just remember that different students might learn best with 
software, paper worksheets, or interacting with manipulatives, so 
follow their lead with where to start. All worksheets may be easily 
supported with real, play, or paper clocks.
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Hours

6 Hours Worksheet MatchTime

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using digital clocks. 

4:00

1. 9:00

2. 6:00

3. 12:00

4. 5:00



Hours

7MatchTime Hours Worksheet

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using digital clocks. 

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.

1. 11:00

2. 7:00

3. 2:00

4. 3:00

5. 1:00



Hours

8 Hours Worksheet MatchTime

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using analog clocks.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Hours

9MatchTime Hours Worksheet

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using analog clocks.

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Hours

10 Hours Worksheet MatchTime

1. 3:00

2. 6:00

3. 1:00

4. 12:00

5. 10:00

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using analog and digital clocks. 
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11MatchTime Hours Worksheet

1. 9:00

2. 11:00

3. 4:00

4. 6:00

5. 1:00

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using analog and digital clocks. 

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.



Hours

12 Hours Worksheet MatchTime

1. 8:00

2.

v

2:00

3. 7:00

4. 11:00

5. 9:00

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using analog and digital clocks. 
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13MatchTime Hours Worksheet

1. 7:00

2. 5:00

3. 4:00

4. 8:00

5. 1:00

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using analog and digital clocks.

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.



Hours

14 Hours Worksheet MatchTime

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using analog and digital clocks.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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15MatchTime Hours Worksheet

Learning Objective:  
Match time in hours using analog and digital clocks. 

 Directions: Match the clocks with the same time.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.


